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Abstract- Fingerprint verification is one of the most reliable personal identification methods is biometrics. With the rapid 

development of fingerprint verification, a number of its applications system etc. In this paper, a fingerprint Attendance 

management system is designed and implemented. This system based biometrics and serial port communication technique 

solve the problem of attendance and trouble of maintaining the register. It can make the user’s attendance more easily and 

effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This project uses a biometric concept to facilitate the 
attendance system in educational institutes. It uses the 

most reliable way of uniquely identifying students through 

fingerprint reading. Such type of application is very useful 

in school as well as in college for daily attendance. 

Through this application we can keep a systematic track of 

student’s attendance. This project enables the easy way of 

maintaining class attendance with fewer efforts. It can be 

later implemented for the teaching staff. Attendence 

calculation system of an students class.  

 

The currently available fingerprint technology attendance 
system has several drawbacks. An (attendance system 

monitoring system (AMS)) based on fingerprint detection 

also & using smart phone. Students who at outside the 

database & get stored according to the students who press 

on fingerprint sensor.  

 

There will not be a queue for the attendance in front of 

attendance machine. Friends cannot put proxy attendance. 

The clarity of the fingerprint image, separation of the 

ridge-valley pattern & the contrast. These factors are 

basically consistent with some subjective criteria for 

estimating the quality of an image itself, but also affected 
by matching algorithm as matching is generally dependent 

on features.  

 

The project requires a fingerprint reader for finger 

Detection. The fingerprint of the students is compared 

with the one stored in database according to subject-wise 

or date-wise as required. A defaulter list can be generated 

through system. Admin has the option to take a print of the 

reports & defaulter list thus generated. 

 

1. Existing System: 
The Existing system is a manual entry for the students. 

Here the attendance will be carried out in the hand writing 

registers. It will be tedious job to maintain the record for 

the students. The human effort is more here. The retrieval 

of the information is not as easy as the records are 

maintained in the hand written registers. This application 

requires correct feed on input into the respective filed. 

Suppose the wrong inputs are entered, the application 

resist to work. So the user find it difficult to use. 

  

II. METHODOLOGY 
 

We connect the fingerprint device to the laptop and started 

the system. And we have installed software like jdk 1.7.0, 

Mysql 5.5, eclipse endigo, fingerprint driver. This System 

takes attendance electronically with the help of a finger 

print device and the records of the attendance are stored in 
a database.  

 

In this system, after registering the entry of a student by 

his fingerprint, the information including date, name, time, 

mobile no. of arrival all this information of students is 

stored in the database. And we know the student’s absence 

through the database.  

 

In the absence of the internet connection, unpublished data 

is stored and will be forwarded to thing speak as soon as it 

is connected to the internet. Since the information is stored 

in database, they will not be lost in case of a power outage. 
Attendance is marked after student identification. For 

student identification, a finger print identification based 

system is used. Block diagram of system shown in figure1. 

 

 
Fig 1. System Design. 
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III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
 

We have developed a technique called Digital Persona for 

this project. In the school attendance report of every 

student is important because students are succeed in 

academics when they attend school properly. It is difficult 

for the teacher and the class to build their knowledgeble 

mind and progress, if a large number of students are 

frequently absent.  
 

As a result, adopting fingerprint attendance device is avoid 

to fake attendance in classroom. No anybody students 

make proxy attendance of other students. The fingerprint 

sensor is scanned only identification stored data in given 

system.  

 

Fingerprint scanner is connected to computer/laptop there 

was software installed. If any student scan his finger by 

scanner the identification of student goes in capture device 

and register in software jdk 1.7.0, Mysql 5.5, fingerprint 
based device. As a result, the information stored in 

database, the data will be not lost and report is generate at 

admin desk. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this study, it is learned that the student can easily attend 
without any efforts. we clearified an using application of 

fingerprint attendance device aimed at less absence of 

student.  

 

Because student can easily attend clasroom, it is critical to 

monitor and identify hand writing database of student 

attendance. And its presence is saved in the database if the 

student is absent on any given day, it is known to you. The 

result is that the student’s attendance will be saved and 

safe in the database. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

It can be concluded from the above discussion that a 

reliable, secure, fast and an efficient system has been 

developed replacing a manual and unreliable system. This 

system can be implemented in academic institutes for 

better results regarding the management of attendance. 
This system will save time, reduce the amount of work the 

administration has to do and will replace the stationery 

material with electronic apparatus. Hence a system with 

expected results has been developed but there is still some 

room for improvement. 
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